
 

CaDansa is over again. Luckily we have all the good memories to take with us. All the glitter will remind us 
of CaDansa the coming week and we are looking forward to all the CaDansa flowers in spring!  
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eND RITUAL  
The festival has come to its end and the spirit of 
CaDansa will be spread all across Europe. Seeds will 
be planted to remind us of all the nice people, music, 
dancing and more Cadansa Magic. They will not 
float on the wind as seeds do normally, but they will 
be brought by you, all the visitors of the festival. We 
gave everyone who was there at the end of the 
festival an envelop with flower seeds. Thank you for 
putting all your good memories in them and sharing 
them during the final Bourrée en Ronde.  

This was supposed to be the farewell ritual, but 
luckily it turned out that during the festival seeds 
were planted to continue the festival! It might have 
been Louise’s last CaDansa, but it won’t be THE last 
CaDansa. Let’s spread the soul of CaDansa by 
sharing the photos of the flowers that will come 
from the seeds. 

A special thanks for all the volunteers! We 
hope you all enjoy your chocolate :)  
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CaDoodle by Bregje

Did you see the sound engineers in 
the back? They had to work really 
hard during CaDansa, but they made 
themselves comfortable as well… 
Their soundboard includes buttons 
for:  
- coffee (mild or strong)  
- insta-teleporting stage manager 
- esc. from jail 
- ordering groceries 
- waking hugo 
- and so on



Rumours 
Do you know this festival problem where you don’t know whether 

to say goodmorning or goodnight when it is 6 am and you are not 
sleeping yet? Adopt the “good mornight”! 

Fulco, one of the organisers, danced only one dance… so next year 
we will make sure that he won’t be able to leave the dancefloor!  

We searched for #Cadansa and #Cadansa2017 on Instagram and 
found some nice photos. Amongst them a photo made at the farm 
the Horsterhof from Lornalowenherz. That looks very cosy! We 
also like the very artistic one, made during the volunteer heads 

up… it looks like the holy trinity of CaDansa! by chaya.line  
At 9 pm a group of volunteers was having dinner in a 90% clean 
building…Wow! And the storage we were about to cancel is 
VERY full again…  
It was a great honour to have a starwhale at CaDansa, a 
mysterious creature that wanders through the universe.  It will 
continue its travels now and wishes us all the best. 

Do you have feedback for 
CaDansa? We would like 
to hear it. You can e-mail 
your feedback to 
info@cadansa.nl 
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